A Zwift Journey Spring 2022
Companion App
Ride Ons can be quickly dished out to those who message
the group by tapping their profile image on the message tab,
as shown in the image. This saves having to hunt for the
zwifter in the zwifters tab.
Should for some reason you don't want to use your current
mobile to run the Companion App, or you don't have a tablet
available, you maybe able to press an old/redundant mobile
into service. Assuming this old mobile no longer has a sim
card, so long as it powers up without needing a card, there
is a good chance you will be able to download the
Companion app. Then you should be Good to Go.

Colour Combo's
I discovered by accident
the DT Disc wheelset
(default colour: red) will
match the colour of the
bike if you combine this
wheelset with a frame that
allows you to change the
colour as shown by this
image.
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Egan Bernal Recovery Ride
Zwift hosted an Egan
Bernal Recovery Ride on
Sunday 3 April. I joined
this ride with over 2500
others as I was
recovering from a nasty
cold. I was very happy to
have picked up a cold
rather than "You Know
What".
Our hero was leading the
ride but, unusally for a
leader, there was no
commentary. It soon
transpired he was on a trainer in a shopping mall, giving an interview on Instagram at the
same time as leading the ride.
As with any large group of individuals, there were a few who did not appreciate the way
things were and, because this was Zwift, they made their feelings known. This was
unfortunate  had I thought about it I would have been tempted to flag these individuals for
inappropriate ride behaviour.

Sprint Jersey!
After 18 months of
Zwifting I won a 2nd sprint
jersey!
The first was a fluke, as
was this one.
The thought that occurs 
Every Dog has its Day!

Ken Miller
03 May 2022
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